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American families Highlands Neighborhood
are changing
Association to host

I
II

Family life in
• Men are doing one-third of
America has changed the household chores, up from
in the last generation. 15% in 1975.
~
I I Between 1975 and
• Women eam 40% of the
1993, the number of dual-earner family's income.
• Day care creates a new social
families rose from 42% to 64%,
life for both children and parents
making them the solid majority
today. We are well on the way in and sometimes even serves as an
extended family.
redefining the family-what it
• Institutions outside the
means to be wife or husband,
family-the workplace and the
mother or father, daughter or
schools, in particular-are creating
soh. Some of the changes are:
some of the biggest stresses for
• Two-thirds of all moms
today's dual-earner couples.
now work outside the home.
• Researchers have not found
• Women's new economic
any evidence that the mere fact a
clout has made marriages more
mother is employed has negative
egalitarian, offering both men
consequences for her children or
and women more flexibility in
her marriage. In fact, working
the way they pursue careers and
women report they have happier
family life.
lives than non-working women.
- • Men are the primary
Source: Balance Newsletter,
caregiver in one out of every five
Herbert Lingren, PhD, Extension
dual-earner households with
Family Life Specialist (LB)
preschool children.
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planning workshops
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Community Development

The Highlands Neighborhood
Association located in northwest
Lincoln, will host a series of three
Neighborhood Goals Workshops.
The workshops will be conducted
at Fredstrom School, Tuesdays,
7-9 p.m., October 18, 25 and
November 1. All Highlands area
residents are invited to participate.
Extension Educator Don D.
Miller, stresses the importance of
participating in the workshop
series. "Participants will benefit
from sharing their views about the
Highlands; help identify neighborhood advantages and concerns;
help design the neighborhood's

..........•....

~

future; set goals and priorities; and
develop an action plan for the
neighborhood," Miller said.
Registration forms are available from retail businesses in the
Highlands, from the Highlands
Neighborhood Association officers
or University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster
County. Participants are ask to
rank interest areas, including
education; human services;
community improvement; economic development; recycling and
waste reduction; parks and
recreation; and housing.
The workshop series will focus
on four major processes. The first
process will be to conduct a
neighborhood self-assessment
followed by identification of

short-term and long-term neighborhood goals. The third step will
be setting neighborhood priorities.
The final outcome will be the
development of a neighborhood
action plan supported by volunteer
committees.
Additional information is
available from the neighborhood
planning committee. Members
include:
Wayne Hart, 476-3479
Alan Cable, 476-0631
Betty Korber, 477-0759
Donna Liss, 477-4406
Tonee Erickson, 476-2209
University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster Extension, 441-7180

HIGHLANDS
LAND USE MAP

..

Lincoln-Lancaster County
Planning Department

~
W. Fletcher

PRIORITY PROGRAM INDEX
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The mission of the University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension tn Lancaster County is to help people address issues
and needs related to their economic, social and environmental
well-being through educational programs based upon scientific
knowledge.

,
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Look in this box each month to spot articles addre~sing
Extension priority initiatives. Specific program areas are highlighted with a corresponding icon.
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Agricultural Competitiveness
and PrQfitability
HHarvest Reminders" -page 3

Natural Resources
and Environmental Management

PublIc and S""I-Publlc

, I

Shown here is the land use map for
the Highlands located in northwest
Lincoln. The Highlands includes extensive residential, commercial and
industrial areas. A popular new development in the neighborhood is
the Highlands Golf Course. The University of Nebraska Research Park
is also a part of the Highlands area.
A pedestrian trail system is under
development. Other major features
include Fredstrom school and park
and recreation areas.
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"Tune-up Your Septic System"-page 5
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Children, Youth
and Families
"American Families Are Changing"-page 1

Nutrition, Food Safety
and Quality
"What's 'Cooking' on Campus"-page 6
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~'Helping you put knowledge to Jl'ork"
University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension
in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road
Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507
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Planting hardy bulbs

Nebraskans welcome the
cheerful, bright colors of crocus,
iJiiii____""""""____iiiiiii______________iIiiiioI daffodils and tulips after a long,
.........--";;;;,,,.;;;;.........._ _....
hard winter. The presence of these
spring-flowering bulbs is a sign
cold weather is over. But this is the
fall!
The point is simply that you
Fuchsia makes a good plant for a hanging
must plant these bulbs in the fall if
basket in cool, shaded or partially-shaded
you are to enjoy their warm beauty
conditions. The most attractive ornamental
the next spring. Fall planting
hanging pots contain three or four plants.
Pinching will make the plants fill in. Use a allows roots time to develop
before cold weather arrives.
moist, well drained, soil mix but do not allow
it to dry out. Weak fertilizer can be given once After that, bulbs need a cold
period to occUr before they can
every two weeks.
bloom in the spring.
Fuchsia is actually a shrub requiring a
Plant hardy bulbs after soil
winter rest period. Begin to withhold water
now and allow the soil to become drier, but not temperatures drop to about 60°,
completely dry. When leaves and flowers drop, usually in October. But don't wait
too long, lest you shorten the time
provide cold but above freezing storage
L--_ _ _ _ _ _ _--' conditions.
for root development. Get the best
Do not let the soil dry out completely during the rest period. In mid quality bulbs so you have the best
quality flowers.
April the plant may be pruned, placed in a well lit area, and watered
Good soil preparation is the
regularly to restart it.
Fuchsia may be propagated by seed or cuttings. The seed germinates "real key to success." Choose a
well-drained soil to prevent bulb
in 21 to 28 days at temperatures between 70° and 75°. Take soft wood
rotting. Mix in organic matter with
cuttings, with four pairs of leaves, from green growths in spring. Make
clay soils. Dig up the soil deeper
the cut just below a node. Remove the bottom pair of leaves and insert
than you'll plant the bulbs to allow
the cutting into the potting soil. (MJM)

Caring for fuchsia

for root growth, which extends
area. Apply a similar amount in
straight down from the bottom of
the spring as soon as the shoots
the bulbs. Mix in one shovel of
emerge .
peat moss for each shovel of soil,
Plant tulips and other large
then firm the soil back into the
bulbs eight inches deep and six
planting area.
inches apart and small bulbs five
Bulbs need a fertilizer contain- inches deep and three inches apart.
ing nitrogen, phosphorus and
Fill the planting area halfway
potassium. Bone meal, a good
with conditioned soil and water,
source of phosphorus, contains too add the remainder of the soil and
little nitrogen and potassium. Add water again, then cover the planted
those nutrients when using bone
area with three inches of mulch.
meal. Place fertilizer below the
Water in extended warm, dry
bulb planting depth and in contact periods in
with the bulbs.
winter. (DJ)
Use a rounded tablespoon of
complete s~ow-release fertilizer
for each square foot at fall
planting or one handful of bone
meal and a teaspoon of 10-10-10
analysis fertilizer for each
square foot of planting

Saving geraniums over winter Last tomato roundup
Many gardeners like to keep
their geraniums from one year to
the next. This provides plants for
the home in the winter and reduces
the cost of new plants the following spring.
There are several methods of
handling the plants over winter.
One way is to take cuttings and
root them in the fall, just prior to a
killing frost. Geranium stem
cuttings, often called "slips,"
should be f.our to six inches long.
Take the slips from the dps of the
healthiest stems. Remove the
leaves on the bottom two inches of
the cuttings. Stick the cuttings two
inches deep in a container with
potting soil and water thoroughly.
After the cuttings have rooted,
in about three or four weeks, plant
them in individual pots and put
them in.a well-lighted location.
Keep the soil evenly moist and
begin fertilizing monthly once

new growth appears.
Rather than take cuttings, some
people prefer to pot their best
plants and bring them inside to
overwinter. If this is your choice,
cut the plant back to about onethird its original height. Carefully
dig up the plant, and pot it in a
five- or six-inch flower pot. After
you pot it, water thoroughly.
Location and care is then the same
as for rooted cuttings. A sunny,
cool location is best.
One of the old, but successful
methods of carrying geraniums
over winter, is to dig up the entire
plant prior to frost. Shake the soil
from the roots and hang it from
basement rafters. Years ago fruit
cellars were quite common, and
they made excellent places to hold
the plants with this method. It will
not work in many basements today
because temperatures are too high
and humidity too low. However,

Be aware of apple freeze

some people report success with
hanging geraniums in modem
basements. Temperature and
humidity seems to differ in every
basement. Since there is no way of
knowing whether this will work in
your basement, try it with expendable plants.
If you decide to try this
method, take the plants down
occasionally, and place the roots in
water for several hours. Then,
hang them back up. Do this
several times during the winter to
prevent them from drying.
Whether you carry your
geraniums through the winter as
young plants started from cuttings,
as old plants in flower pots or
dried plants hanging in the
basement, keep them inside until
all danger of frost has past in the
spring. (MJM)

Listed below are the 1994 yard waste compo sting demonstrations
hosted by University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster
County and the City of Lincoln Recycling Office.
Each program will feature how, when and where to compost in
your landscape and what it ta~es to be successful. (DJ)

Composting Demonstration Sites
Pioneers Park Nature Center
Pioneers Park
October 8
1:30-3 :00 p.m.

University Place Park

Antelope Park

50th & Colby
October I
1:30-3 :00 p.m.

2944 Garfield Street
October 15
1:30-3 :00 p.m.

L...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - '

Harvesting and storing winter squash

Winter squash takes 80 to 120
days to mature. They should not
be harvested until as late as
Apples to be stored should be
As temperatures continue to
kept in relatively high humidity. If possible, but before the first hard
fall in Nebraska, concern for this
frost. They can withstand a few
season's apple crop grows.
apples are to be stored in a
light frosts, which will help
A light frost will not harm
refrigerator, first put them in
change their starch to sugar and
apples still on the tree; in fact, they plastic bags. Optimum storage
enhance their flavor. If picked too
can withstand quite cool tempera- temperatures are 30°-32° F.
early, they will be watery, bland
However, some refrigerators tend
tures. Apples will freeze at
and you will be unable to cure and
to cool down when they stay
temperatures between 27.8° and
29.4° F. After an apple freezes, the closed and the space at the bottom store them properly. The outer
skin should be hard enough to
fruit will deteriorate quite rapidly. of the refrigerator generally will
resist denting by a thumbnail.
remain cooler. This problem can
This does not mean that the fruit
Cut the squash from the vine,
be solved by either circulating the
must be discarded; but, that it
leaving three to four inches of
air in the closed space or moving
should be used, or preserved,
the apples. (DJ)
within a short time.

Backyard composting·

Frost will put an end to the tomato growing season fairly soon. All green, mature tomatoes do not have to be lost to the cold temperatures. They can be harvested and ripened
indoors. Follow these tips for good results.
Harvest mature, green tomatoes when
frost is imminent. The fruit should be solid,
finn and free of defects. Mature, green tomatoes are full-sized and have a whitish green
skin color. Remove the stems, then clean and
dry the fruit.
Individually wrap each fruit in a piece of
newspaper and place in single layers in boxes
or on shelves. Store iria dark, cool1ocation
at approximately 55° to 60° Fahrenheit, such as a basement or cellar.
Mature, green tomatoes may not ripen for several weeks.
Inspect the tomatoes every few days. Discard any damaged or
spoiled tomatoes. When the tomatoes begin to ripen, remove the newspaper and place them at room temperature.
An alternative method is to pull the entire plant and hang it upside
down in a cool, dark location. Harvest the tomatoes as they ripen.
(MJM)

stem on the fruit. Be careful not to
bruise the fruit at any time during
curing and storage. To cure winter
squash, set them in a warm, dry
location at approximately 75° to
85° Fahrenheit. Do this for two
weeks, so the rinds can harden.
They should then be stored in a
warm, dry
location at 50°
to 60°
Fahrenheit.
Winter squash
will keep up to
five months.

Although acorn squash is a
winter squash, it should not be
cured or stored in this way. Acorn
squash should be kept cool at 32°
to 40° Fahrenheit and in a

Don't pOint the finger at Jack Frost

Shorter length days, not frost
or cold temperatures, is the main
reason trees lose their leaves each
fall.
As day length shortens,
chemical changes take place in the
leaf stalk. At the point where the
leaf stalk and twig join, conducting vessels which transport food
and water between the leaf and
other parts of the tree become
blocked and an abscission layer
forms. The substance binding the
cells together breaks down and the
leaf is easily separated from the
tree by fall rains or wind.
Leaf drop is governed by
nature's time clock and each tree
species responds differently.
Black walnut and green ash are
among the first to drop their
leaves. Bur oak, linden and maple
commonly hold their leaves late

into fall. Some trees, such as red
the earth around the sun and does
oak and pin oak, may retain their
not vary from year to year. (DJ)
leaves all winter even though the
leaves are dry and dead.
Trees kept warm artificially
will still lose their leaves as day
length shortens. But trees lighted
artificially~for time periods
corresponding to summer day
There is still time to get your
length-will retain their leaves
poinsettia to rebloom for the comlong after temperatures have
ing holiday season. The plant
dropped to wintry levels.
needs to be in total darkness from
No one knows for sure why
5 p.m. to 8 a.m., then in a wellseasonal behavior is more a
lighted area from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
response to light than to other
To do this process, you can have
environmental conditions. Perhaps
the plant in a sunny window durthe reason is simply that most
ing the day and then a box could
seasonal changes, such as tembe placed over the plant for the
perature or rainfall, may vary from
darkness period. The plant should
year to year, while the hours of
begin to show color by early Dedaylight are not governed by
cember and the process can then
earthly factors. Day length is the
be stopped. (MJM)
result of the regular movement of

Poinsettia
rebloom
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Grain bin safety is crucial
, Grain bin suffocation is
responsible for two of the 22
agricultural fatalities recorded in
Nebraska as of mid-September.
Bridged grain collapsed when the
farmers entered bins, probably to
·check for clumping or bridging.
Both fatalities could have been
prevented by using safety harnesses, lifelines and rope grabs
costing less that $700. As producers enter the crux of the harvest
season, it is important to reemphasize grain storage safety.
Grain bins containing wet
grain can be dangerous due
to lack of oxygen. The wet
grain ferments, producing carbon dioxide
which will displace
air. Ventilate bins
with aeration fans
before entering and
while working
inside. While not
immediately lifethreatening, molds
and dusts can have long-term
effects on fanners' respiratory
systems. Organic toxic dust
syndrome produces flu-like
symptoms that last 24-48 hours
after exposure. Sensitive individuals may have asthmatic or allergic
reactions shortly after breathing
these particles. A properly fitted
toxic particulate respirator should

be worn whenever cleaning or
working inside grain storage
facilities. Long-term exposure to
dusts may result in Farmer's Lung,
which is permanent damage to
lung tissue.

kill workers. Safety cutoffs should
never be bypassed. Dryers
produce high noise levels; hearing
protection should be worn while
working around them.
When unloading grain from
. trucks with lifts, never leave the
box in the raised position. Install
Be Prepared
and use mechanical safety stops or
Grain dryers
hydraulic safety valves to prevent
should be
crushing injuries. Always check
thoroughly
for other workers and children
checked
before moving trucks and equipmechanically
ment, especially after dark.
and electrically
before
.
Time is always precious during
" harvest season, creating high stress
levels for everyone involved in the
operation. Pressure to finish before
the weather breaks can cause
people to work long hours without
adequate rest. Tired workers make
mistakes, some of them lethal.
Take breaks, eat properly and do
not take chances. Remember, the
D--::::::~~ •.~-----...lI'T=. human is the most important part
of the food production operation.
.(DV)
Replace drive belts that are
cracked or excessively worn, and
continue to check belt tension
August plantings of alfalfa
throughout the harvest season.
Loose belts slip, reducing air flow tend to have fewer weeds than
spring plantings. But this year fall
which produces higher drying
temperatures and the possibility of weeds may be a problem in some
areas.
burnt grain or a dryer fire.
You have several options for
Unshielded drive systems can
dealing with weedy August
catch loose clothing and injure or
plantings. The option you select
depends on the type of weed and
how dense it is in your alfalfa.
Perhaps the best option for many
fields is to do nothing at all. Doing
nothing is best when weeds are
annuals that will be killed by
frost-annuals like foxtail,

Harvest reminders

H

I. Field dry your grain as long as possible, trying to
get it to 20-22% moisture before harvest.
-i • ..,. 2. Set your combine properly and adjust it accordmgly as you move frbm field to field. Set concave
clearance as far open and cylinder speed as slow as possible without
.
leaving grain on the cobs.
3. Clean grain before drying. Fines can be higher in moisture
and require unnecessary drying and reduce air flow.
4. When storing grain, do not mix old and new grain or moist
and dry gniin from different fields, hoping the moisture contents
will average out. The moist grain mass can create "hot spots."
5. Use heat only when needed. If heat is needed, use the lowest
temperatures possible. This will minimize stress cracks and retain
good grain quality.
6. Fill the bin slowly, in layers, as the grain drys to avoid
damaging the grain. (DV)

= •..

Controlling weeds in seedling alfalfa
crabgrass and pigweed-as long
annual grasses like downy brome,
as the weed stand is thin enough to cheatgrass and volunteer wheat,
permit plenty oflight to reach new use one pint ofPoast Plus herbialfalfa seedlings.
cide before grasses are four inches
Clipping tall weeds is another
tall. If your weeds are broadleaf .
option. This works best on thick
weeds like pennycress and
mustard, use either one to one and
stands of taIl broadleafweeds. Be
one-half pints ofBuctril or use one
careful to avoid cutting or smothering alfalfa seedlings when
to three quarts of Butyrac. Apply
clipping or shredding.
these chemicals before weeds are
Only a few herbicide options
three inches tall.
By selecting the best method
are available. Ifherbicides are to
used, spray this fall because spring of weed control, you can help your
treatment is not effective. For
alfalfa be clean and be productive
grassy weeds, especially winter
for many years. (WS)
:

Manage your grain I
storage to reduce
pest. prQ,bleDlt
ISodseediog. pastums.and..·bay,meadDWS·
The best way to reduce your potential for problems from stored
grain insect pests is to start with a clean bin and store clean grain at
the proper moisture and temperature. Insect development is slow to
nonexistent at the recommended moisture and temperature levels. In
addition, it is very wise to store only clean grain that is free of
insects, chaff and dust. Never store new grain on top of old grain as
the new, clean grain may become contaminated by insects from the
old grain.
Grain storage facilities should be thoroughly cleaned and .
sprayed with an insecticide such as malathion or methoxychlor .
before adding grain. Grain that might need to be stored for more
than six months should be treated with a grain protectant when
stored. Grain protectants are insecticide dusts or liquids that are introduced into the grain as it enters the augerafter the dryer. Top
dressing the grain with an insecticide containing Bacillus
thuringiensis (e.g. Dipel) will protect the grain mass from the Indian
meal moth.
Once the grain is stored, sample it regularly for temperature,
moisture and the presence of insect pests. In winter, sample at least
once a month; during the warmer months, at least weekly. If insects
are found in stored grain,· the only remedy is to have the facility
fumigated. Fumigation should only be done by certified professional
applicators who are trained and equipped to work with the highly
dangerous fumigants. (DV)

Hay meadows and pastures
provide higher quality feed and
are more productive if they have
high yielding, high quality
legumes growing in them.
Legumes like alfalfa, red
clover, alsike clover or birdsfoot
trefoil can be added to many hay
meadows and pastures to make
them more valuable.
Adding legumes to these grass
sods can be tricky. Tricky, that is,
unless you begin to prepare your
sod for this addition now, during
the fall, before the spring
sodseeding.
Fall is the time to collect soil
samples to determine fertilizer
needs and it is also the time to
control many problem weeds like
musk thistle, field bindweed aNd
. curly dock. Fall is a good time to
weaken the existing grass sod.
Weakening this grass sod is kind

of fun because this is about the
only situation where overgrazing
is recommended.
One of the biggest challenges
to establishing new legume
seedlings into a grass sod is the
competition by that grass on these
new, slow-growing seedlings.·
Anything we can do to reduce that
competition and to slow down
grass growth will help the legume
seedlings. Overgrazing during the
fall prior to spring sodseeding will

weaken the grasses and thus give
new legume seedlings a better
chance to get started.
. •Thus, if you plan to add some
legumes to your pasture or hay
meadow, graze your grass this fall
until virtUally no top growth
remains. Then, keep grazing for a
couple more weeks just to make
sure the grass is really hurt.
The legumes you add next
spring will establish better because
of it .. (WS)

Organize winter hay lots

This year's hay production is
drop thei!, first calf, they need very
nearly complete. Are you storing
good quality feed to maintain
growth, to milk well and to
your hay so you can feed it
wisely?··
rebreed. High producing dairy
Feed hay wisely this winter by cows need very high quality hay.
One way to provide all
planning ahead to use
selected stacks or bales ... ;",..: ,-.' ..:: ' your animals with enough
for specific livestock.
';;' ~ .,.,: ~; ~.:.;.. protein and. ener~y and
In other words, feed
~~ ~. ; "... .. . other nutnents is to
hay to your animals .- .. :~":"-'..-. ~\;~~._.!" feed expensive,
according to their nutrient needs.
purchased supplements. What a
We all know that dry, mature
waste! When you consider you
Lexone, Sencor, Sinbar and Velpar to the alfalfa, Buctril should not
.Fall treatments are efficient
cows
in
good
condition
can
get
by
may
have, in your own hay lot.
be
used
if
temperatures
ar.e
above
will
control
both
winter
annual
. means of controlling weeds in
on pretty low quality forage. In
some stacks or bales that will take
70°. Bucril and 2,4-DB will not
grasses and broadleaf weeds in
established alfalfa; however, a
contrast, young stock need better
care of these nutrient needs all by
control mustards larger that 1" in
alfalfa established one year or
herbicide treatment without the
- feed in order to grow. After heifers themselves.
use of good cultural practices will longer. These treatments are made diameter. (I)")
People who sell feed supple.
in late fall to early spring to
seldom give the desired results.
ments do not like telling you this,
dormant alfalfa to control winter
Weed populations must not be
but most of you have hay that is
annuals such as downy brome and
allowed to achieve high levels or
suitable for the varying nutrient
pennycress. Karmex fits best on
become competitive with the
needs of your livestock without
soils with low organic matter.
alfalfa. Management is important
much supplement. But, you have
will not develop. More imporDo not subsoil this fall unless
to maintaining weed-free stands of· These herbicides may cause alfalfa
got to be able to identify and to be
you know that your soil is very
tantly, subsoiling wet soil will
injury if the soil organic matter is
alfalfa.
most likely create more compacable to get to these different
dry and that you have enough
less than 1%.
Few weeds can compete with
qualities of hay in your lot.
tion.
compaction to limit crop yields
Butyrac, Butoxone (2,4-DB),
vigorously growing alfalfa that is
So, do not just move hay into
next year. Soils are still relatively
As a subsoil shank is pulled
and Buctril can also be used for
mowed two or more times per
winter storage. Store good hay
through wet soil, it simply pushes
wet in most of Nebraska after
season. Mowing healthy alfalfa at broadleaf weed control, but are
separately from poor quality hay.
the right time weakens-and may temperature sensitive. Butyrac and. heavy rainfall last spring, summer soil to the side creating a narrow
Actually measure the feed value of
slot. The sides of the slot will be
and fall. Subsoiling wet soils will
Butoxone (2,4-DB) should not be
kill-most annual and many
smeared and dry hard, like a brick. your hay with a forage test to
do more damage than good.
used if the temperature will drop
perennial weeds. Herbicides can
make sure you will meet the needs
~e soil bulk density near the slot
to 40° within three days following . Subsoiling is used to fracture
be integrated with proper cutting
of your animals. Make sure you
will be increased and there will
soil so that cracks and channels
application. At 40°, the growth
frequency and effective insect
can get to each type of hay when
not be any fracturing or lifting
develop for roots to grow in
processes of many weed species
control measures so the alfalfa
needed.
action.
will slow down and, consequently, during the following cropping .
production is maxiIDized and
You'll have well-fed animals
season. If soils are wet when
Most importantly, do not create
the herbicide activity will be
weed growth minimized.
Please tum to Subsoil: page 12 with less supplementation. (WS)
subsoiled, cracks and channels
reduced. In order to avoid injury
Treatments such as Karmex,

Knock out weeds in established·· alfalfa

Subsoiling wet soils may
do more harm than good
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Animals go wild in the suburbs!
do not get bitten.
rural areas) and the city. Accord. ing to Whipple, more Americans
In this struggle with wildlife,
Assistant Extension Educator
today-live in suburban areas than - we may decide to compromise to
accommodate them. For example,
live in urban or rural areas.
Squirrels, rabbits, snakes, and
As housing developments have a few years ago I found that I
bats. We are hearing more and
could not keep the squirrels from
invaded rural areas, wildlife
more citizen's concerns about
habitats have been destroyed. But, eating the swee~ corn in my
these and other "wild animals"
we have also provided for wildlife garden. A fence was of no use
being a nuisance inside the
in the form of lush gardens, nutbecause squirrels can go over just
Lincoln City limits. Is this a new
bearing trees, bird feeders, and
about anything. I compromised.
How do you conserve energy? Check each box that shows how you
problem?
The Bennet Martin Library has park areas. We provide habitats for I decided not to plant sweet corn
and your family save energy.
anymore, and now I buy it at the
a new book on its shelf. It is called them in ways that we do not
Turn lights off when leaving a room.
realize. For instance, cellars and
farmer's market. Some might say
Critters: Adventures in Wildest
Use energy-efficient light bulbs.
that was admitting defeat, but to
Suburbia, author A.B.C. Whipple. crawl spaces make great hibemaTurn off appliances when not using them.
me it made sense.
In a folksy manner,this book
Fill the dishwasher or clothes washer before using.
What kind of control options
of
coping
relates
the
difficulties
Take short showers.
make sense when dealing with
with wild animals that coexist
On sunny days, dry clothes outside.
.
urban wildlife? Unfortuwith us. Although the
Keep the refrigerator door closed until you know what you want.
nately, there is a general
author
lives
along
the
In the winter, set your thermostat at 68° F.
impression that there
Atlantic seaboard,
Insulate your home well to keep out cold air.
has to be something
chapters on skunks,
Pull the shades down when the summer sun is hot. that we can "spray"
raccoons, squirrels,
DKeep the car tuned and the tires properly inflated.
that will repel wildlife.
Canada
geese,
deer,
D Carpool or use public transportation.
However, really
rabbits, and bats
D Walk or ride a bike instead of driving.
effective repellents
should interest
DBuy only what you need., Use what you buy.
are
few and far
Nebraskans.
Whipple
D Recycle things that can be recycled in your town or city. (ALH)
between. In general,
also recognizes the
the best ways to deal
importance of becoming
with urban wildlife are
educated about these
to try to exclude them from
pesky critters. Each
the area or make the environchapter contains interesting
ment unfavorable for them so they
biological facts that compel us
Energy-saving fluorescent light bulbs use one-fourth the energy
go somewhere el~e. Live trapping'
to grudgingly admire these
that standard incandescent bulbs use. Try compact fluorescent lamps
tion
"caves"
for
skunks,
snakes,
can also be usefui.
animals
for
their
characteristics
(CFLs). CFLs cost around $20 each, but save about $40 in energy.
raccoons, to mention just a few.
Exclusion: This works well
and adaptability.
They last nine to thirteen times as long as incandescent bulbs;
Attics serve the same function for
with animals and birds that invade
What has been happening to
however, CFLs can't be used with dimmers.
populations of these animals? Why more aerial/arboreal animals, like
basements, attics and other places
Compact fluorescent rapid start lamp versions (left to right)
don't they stay in rural areas
birds, bats and squirrels. Because
inside dwellings. You need to find
a. short quad, b. globe, and c. long quad. (ALH)
where they belong? Is it feasible to most predators are too wary. to
where the entrance is and close it
completely get tid of them inside
invade suburban areas, most
up. Fencing can sometimes be
nuisance animals in town have no
useful in protecting susceptible
the city limits? Are they really
natural enemies. The human
trees, shrubs, and garden plants
hurting anyone?
from wildlife.
The beginning of suburban life predator has largely been eliminated because there are usually
Change the environment: It
is over a century old, when
transportation improvements
federal, state and local ordinances can be hard to figure out what
allowed people to travel between
which do not allow hunting or
needs to be changed. This is the
best option when dealing with
lethal trapping of these animals.
home (iIJ. the suburbs) and their
(Live trapping andreI-ease is often snakes (remove those rocks, repair
job (in the city). As personal
transportation (i.e., the automoOK) The automobile, which
or replace concrete steps). Nesting
or roosting birds can be discourbile) became affordable, more and encouraged the movement to the
suburbs, has now become their
aged by modifying the roosting or
more people began commuting
greatest predator.
nesting areas.
between the suburbs (and even
These animals have had nearly
Trapping: Live trapping can
a century to adapt to suburban
be useful for a wide variety of
living.Manyhaveadaptedvery
animals, but there maybe sea_
_
well. In fact, populations of some
sonal restrictions on trapping
.
A popular source of addisuburban wildlife species are
some furbearing animal. Leg
tional heating for many
greater than before-the suburbs.
hold trapping is illegal inside the
Figure l.
homeowners and apartment
STANDARD CORD
- - Is itreasonable to completely
Lincoln city lirllts.-In addition,
dwellers is the burning of
Total Volume = 128 cu. ft.
eliminate these animals from our
trapping with snap traps can be
wood. Sitting around the fireneighborhoods? Probably not. As
traumatic if done carelessly. I
place to enjoy a relaxing
long as we provide food (nut trees, remember the phone call from the
evening at home is another benshrubs, and -gardens) and minimal
sad gentleman who tried to use a
habitat, these-animals will con:"
rat trap to catch a ground squirrel.
efit of burning wood in your
tinue to coexist with us. Their
He baited it with peanut butter and
fireplace. ,
To do this most effectively,
populations may even increase.
placed it in the garden. After a
keep these things in mind: ash, birch, hickory, oak, sugar
Based on our informal surveys, the . short time, he checked on it and
maple, apple, honey locust, and Osage Orange are considmost common nuisance animals
was chagrined to find a beautiful,
(other than ~ce) in the Lincoln
but dead, male cardinal in the trap.
ered excellent woods as they produce few sparks; no heavy,
annoying smoke; are easy to split; and give off a relatively
area are tree and ground squirrels,
Then there's the "if you can't
high heat to the room.
rabbits, roosting and nesting birds, lick 'em, join 'em" approach. Bats
With regard to the previously mentioned factors, the secsnakes, and bats. Are these
in your attic? After you seal the
Figure 2.
animals really hurting anyone?
entrance, try building a bat house
ond best group of woods include soft maple, walnut, red
elm, hackberry, and fruit woods other than apple. These are
FACE CORD
Maybe yes, maybe no. A squirrel
outside the home. In the summer,
considered good to use, but generate less heat than the first
Total Volume = 32 to 48 cu. ft.
that eats our birdseed is a nuieach bat eats hundreds of mosqui(depends on piece length,)
sance. On the other hand, animals toes and other insects every day.
group.
Woods considered fair include sycamore, box elder, wilthat damage our shrubs and trees
Are you tired of having your
low, and other elms, basswood, cottonwood, white popular,
may cost us hundreds of dollars.
birdseed eaten by the squirrels?
pine, spruce, and cedar. This third group should be considSome effort may be required to
Build a squirrel house and feeder.
prevent this damage. Infrequently, Squirrels are very clever animals,
ered as the last resort, while the first group should be enmuch smarter than birds. You may
couraged.
skunks a~dbats carry rabies. We
need to separate ourselves from
find that you appreciate them just
Firewood is sold in a !lumber of ways. If you buy a cord
(Fig. 1), the size of the pile will be four feet by four feet by
these animals to make sure that we as ml:lch. (BPO)
Barb Ogg

Check it out!
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Energy savers bulbs

- wood for- yo-ur fl-replac-e
e
ectlng
S I

eight feet or 128 cubic feet. Retailers of firewood may also
sell by the face cord. A face cord (Fig. 2) being defined as
a pile of wood four feet by eight feet by the length of a
stick. The length of the stick may be anything from 12 inches
to 20 inches. A rick or a run is another term used, which is
113 ofa cord or a pile of wood four feet by eight feet by 16
inches. If you buy a pickup load (Fig. 3), this could mean
almost anything. One must estimate how much they are
getting by measuring the number of cubic feet of wood being delivered.
. . Large logs should be split to average diameter size of
six inches, this will give very good satisfaction from the
user's standpoint. Whether you purchase a cord, face cord,
rick, run, or pickup load, you would be well advised to purchase wood in smaller pieces. Larger pieces stack with more
air in a given volume. Larger pieces may lose 15% of their
volume from cutting. (MJM)

WI- nler b-I rd ---feed I- ng

Birds are an attractive and
enjoyable outdoor feature which
Figure 3.
can be increased by attention to a
PICKUP LOAD
few basics.
Approximate Total Volume = 64 cu. ft.
Bl'rd fieeders should be
protected from greedy squirrels
and nesting areas need to be
protected from cats. Metal bands
around the support pole and
placing of the feeding station in an
open area can discourage cats.
Even when water, shelter, and
protection are available, an
adequate food supply must be
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-__:___--:--::-:__- - - - : - - - - - - - - . , -__----.,----~.I provided. Seed .eating birds will

eat cracked corn sunflower and
other seeds that ~re availabl~.
Also, sliced appleS, raisins, and
lettuce are often appreciated
dunng
. the WIn
. ter months. Suet
balls, peanut butter balls, and other
sources of protein can be hung for
insect eating birds.
Once you start feeding the
birds this winter, you should
continue to do so. Birds can
become dependent on the source
of food and may starve if it is
removed. (MJM)
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Tune-up your septic system
The most common
wastewater treatment
system used in rural
areas is the septic tank
soil absorption system. The septic
tank removes settleable and
floatable solids from the wastewater, and the soil absorption field
filters and treats the clarified septic
tank effiuent. Removing solids
from the wastewater in the septic
tank protects the soil absorption
system from clogging and
premature failure. In addition to
removing solids, the septic tank
also permits digestion of a portion
of the solids and stores the
undigested portion.
The septic tank removes solids
by holding wastewater long
enough to allow the solids to settle
and scum to rise to the top. To
accomplish this, wastewater
should be held in the tank at least
24 hours. Up to 50 percent ofthe
solids retained in the tank decompose. The remaining solids
accumulate in the tank as sludge.
Biological and chemical additives
are not needed to aid or accelerate
decomposition and may actually
slow the process or contaminate
the groundwater.
As the septic system is used,
sludge continues to accumulate in
the bottom of the septic tank.
Properly selected tanks have
enough space for sludge to
accumulate for approximately

of the retained solids, 50 gallons
of sewage per person per day and
no garbage disposal. If wastewater
flow is more than 50 gallons per
person per day, increase the
pumping frequency accordingly.
A garbage disposal can easily
increase solids accumulation by
50 to 100 percent, requiring up
to double the rate of tank pumping
needed for a system without a
disposal. For this reason, the
homeowner should carefully
consider the practicality of
installing a garbage disposal.
A 900 gallon septic tank is
recommended for a home with
three bedrooms. If six people
reside in a three bedroom house,
Table 1 shows the tank should be
pumped about every 1.3 years. If
the same system serves a family
of two, the tank would be ready
Pumping Frequency
for pumping about every five
The frequency of pumping
years.
depends on the following factors:
It is important to note that the
• capacity of septic tank
• flow of wastewater (related to soil absorption field will not fail
immediately when a tank contains
size of household and water use
too much sludge accumulation.
habits)
• volume of solids in wastewa- However, the septic tank is no
longer protecting the soil absorpter (more solids if garbage
tion field from solids. Continued
disposal is used)
neglect will result in failure and
Table 1 gives the estimated
pumping frequencies according to require replacement of the soil
septic tank capacity and household absorption field. In some cases,
replacement of the absorption
size. The frequencies were
field may not be possible due to
calculated to provide a minimum
site limitations. CDJ)
of 24 hours of wastewater retention assuming 50 percent digestion

three years without interfering
with solids removal. When the
sludge level increases beyond this
point, sewage has less time to
settle before leaving the tank and
some solids escape into the
absorption area. When sludge
accumulates too long, little settling
occurs and sewage escapes
directly to the soil absorption
system. The soil absorption area
gradually is plugged and fails;
sewage backs up in the house or
effluent surfaces in the absorption
area. To prevent short circuiting of
solids and premature failure of the
soil absorption system, the tank
must be pumped periodically.
Material pumped from the septic
tank is known as 'septage' and
must be disposed of properly.

Household SJ.ze (Number of People)

Size
1

(gal)

---sao
750

900
1/DDD

1,250
1/500
1/750
2/000
2,250
2,500
Note:

5.8

9.1
11.0
12.4
15.6
18.9
22.1
25.4
28.6
31. 9

2
2.6

4.2
5.2
5.9
7.5
9.1
10.7
12.4
14.0
15.6

3
-1.5

2.6
3.3
3.7

4.8
5.9
6.9
8.0
9.1
10.2

5

4

1.0
1.8

2.3
2.6
3.4
4.2
5.0
5.9

6.7
7.5

0.7

1.3
1.7

2.0
2.6
3.3
3.9

4.5

5.2
5.9

6

7

8

0.4
1.0

0.3
0.7

0.2
0.6

1.3

1.5

1.0
1.2

0.8

2.0

1.7

3.1
3.7

2.1
2.6
3.1

2.6
4.2

4.8

3.5

4.0

1.0

1.4
1.8
2.2
2.6
3.0
4.0

9

0.1

0.4
0.7
0.8
1.2
1.5
1.9

2.2
2.6

3.0

10

Can you find
energy-wasting drafts?
Find these materials:
• pencil
• transparent tape
• sheet of plastic wrap (5" x )
Directions:
1. Tape the plastic to the
pencil. You have made a
draft tester!
2. Hold the pencil and gently
blow on the plastic to see
how it moves.
3. Next, hold the draft tester by
window and door edges. If
the plastic moves freely, you
have found a draft! Caulking
or weather stripping can
lessen drafts---and wasted
energy! (ALH)

Attach plastic wrap
to the pencil with tape

plastic wrap

GARDEN GOSSIP HOTLINE

Accessible
from any
phone

441-7179

Accessible
jiAom any
phone

441-7179

Today, indoor air quality has become an important environmental
issue to many Americans. We spend 90% of our time indoors, at home
or at work, often in energy-efficient buildings that lack sufficient fresh
air ventilation. Various construction materials, surface finishes, interior furnishings, renovating and cleaning agents, play roles in the quality of indoor air. Many of these materials, including carpet, give off
chemical emissions. With fresh air ventilation, most carpet emissions
are substantially reduced within 72 hours. This applies to carpet made
with natural as well as man-made materials. The following common
sense precautions are important. (LB)

INDOOR AIR QUALITY CONSUMER INFORMATION
IMPORTANT HEALTH INFORMATION;

SENStTIVE INDIVIDUALS:
PERSONS WHO ARE ALLERGY-PROlliE
OR
SENSITIVE
TO
OOORS
OR
CHEMICALS SHOULD AVOID THE AREA
OR \..EAVE THE PREMISES WHEN THESE
MATERlAl.S ARE BElNG INSTALLED OR
REMOV£O.

0.3
0.5
0.7
1.0
1.3
1.6
2.0
2.3
2.6

NorE:
YOU CAN REDUCe. YOUR EXPOSURE TO
MOST CHEMICAL EMISSIONS WHEN
CARPETS
AND
OTHER
INTEI'tIOR
RENOVATING
MATERIALS
ARE
INST ALlED, CLEANED. OR REMOVED BY
INCREASING THE AMOUNT OF FRESH
AIR VENTILATION FOR AT LEAST 72 HOURS.
(See
Installation
and. Maintenance
Guidelines Dr ask for Owner's ManulIl.)

More frequent pumping needed if garbage disposal is used.

Make a draft testerl

Important indoor air
quality information

SOME PEOPLE EXPERIENCE ALLERGIC
OR FLU·LlKE SYMPTOMS, HEADACHES,
OR RESPIRATORY PROBl.EMS WHICH
THEY
ASSOCIATE
WITH
THE
INSTALLATION, CLEANING, OR REMOVAL
OF CARPET 9R OTHER INTERIOR
RENOVATION MATERIALS. IF THESE OF:!
OTHER SYMPTOMS OCCUR. NOTiFY YOUR
PHYSICIAN OF THE SYMPTOMS AND ALL
MATERIA1.S INVOLVED.

Table 1. ESTIMATED SEPTIC TANK PUMPING FREQUENCIES IN YEARS
(FOR YEAR-ROUND RESIDENCE)
Tank

The energy saved
from recycling one
glass bottle could run
your television set
for three years.

INSTAI.L.ATION GUIDELINES:
• VACUUM
REMOVAL

OLD

CARPET

BEFORE

• VACUUM FLOOA AFTER CARPET AND
PAD HAVE BEEN REMOVED
• ALWAYS VENTILATE WITH FRESH AIR
(OPEN DOORS ANOIOR WINDOWS. USE
EXHAUST FANS, ETC •• DURING ALL
PHASES OF INSTALLATION AND FOR AT
LEAST 72 HOURS THEREAFTER

• If ADHESIVES AHDfOR PAD ARE USED,

REQUEST THOSE WKICH HAVE LOW
CHEMICAL EMISSIONS

• FOLLOW DETAILEO INSTALLATION
GUIDELINES FROM MANUFACTUREFI OR
FROM CARPET ANO RUG INSTITUTE
Th4 manufacturer ot this
carpet pan lei pates in a
pn>gr.m which saeks 10
develop ... y$ 10 reduce

ertlls$ion .. by testing
samples 01 carpet. Wilh

"esh air Yentll~llon,
most Clrpel emissions
.rt! sub.tlnli,lIy reduced
withIn 48·72 hours aUer

Insta\lalion.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: CARPET AND RUG INSTITUTE tiUlIIIIIl;Z.1J84ti

Jiminy crickets!
For some unknown reason, we
have had a cricket
invasion this year.
We don't exactly
know what has
caused the explodL--_ _ _---J ing cricket population, but have seen hoards of crickets in lawns and under street lights
in the Lincoln area. It would be
nice if we (entomologists) could
always predict outbreaks, but we
really do not understand much
about what causes outbreaks of
crickets.
You may have noticed that
crickets seem to be smaller than
usual. Actually, this population
explosion is that of a smaller
cricket species than the· "usual"
black field cricket. The common
name for this particular cricket is
the striped ground cricket. An annoying feature of this species is
that the male "chirps" nearly constantly to attract a mate. If a male
cricket accidently finds its way
into your home, you can have
many sleepless nights until he dies
a lonely death. In homes, invading crickets can feed on and damage natural fabrics· like cotton,
linen, wool, and silk.
Crickets do not breed inside the
home, so crickets develop in a
breeding area somewhere else and
are attracted to your home. Crickets have a high water requirement,

and sometimes come inside searching for water. This is why we tend
to hear the chirping male under the
refrigerator (drip pans provide water), under the sink (look for leaky
pipes), or in the basement (in
drains).
What to do about crickets? It
depends on the annoyance level that
the cricket causes. If you ignore the
cricket, it will eventually die, having no food. If you are really
"bugged" by the chirping cricket,
you will be motivated to search for
and destroy it. Remember, the
cricket will be attracted to water, and
removing water sources will cause
his demise faster, even if you cannot find him.
To prevent cricket invasions, the
best control options include reducing the attractiveness of your home
to crickets. This may involve removing dense overgrowth, mulch, and
piles of debris (wood piles, lumber,
etc.) near the house. Tall grass and
weeds should be removed near the
foundation of the house. Clean up
your garbage collection area, especially if it is close to the house. These
areas can be prime breeding and
feeding sit~s.
Examine the exterior of your
home for cracks and holes that may
be providing a passageway inside.
You should seal these openings. All
doors should be equipped with tight
fitting weather stripping. \Vindows,
especially basement ones, must also

fit tight.
Other control options include
turning off porch and garage lights
that attract crickets at night. Mercury vapor lights are particularly
attractive to crickets and other flying insects. If possible, they should
be replaced with sodium vapor
lights.
According to a cricket expert,
these nonchemical control measures can often result in 100 percent control of house invading
crickets. If you still have problems
with invading crickets, you may
want to consider an insecticide
treatment in the area outside the
home. A perimeter insecticide
treatment in a five foot band
around the home can be used to
discourage entry by crickets. Wettable powder and micro encapsulated formulations provide good
control, especially on porous surfaces as they stick to the surface
and are readily picked up· by the
crickets.
Crickets are important insects
in the balance of nature, consuming vegetative material of all kinds.
Some species, like mole crickets.
are food for many vertebrate and
invertebrate animals. When I was
a kid, my grandpa said that crickets make the best h"e bait for
panfish and bass. ewn though they
don't stay on the hook wry well.
You might try it out~ (BPO)
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What's "cooking" on campus?

C

When students pack the maximum time given, you may Never partially cook meat and
up their gear to head
want to use a little longer cooking poultry. Follow the safe handling
instruction labels on the package.
time for all foods you microwave.
off to college, they
6. Finally, if you feel food has
always take the basics- Regardless, always check for
doneness before eating.
clothing, a stereo, a computer and
not been handled safely, throw it
Cover foods during cooking.
maybe a cordless phone to "keep
out.
in touch."
Remember to stir or rearrange
food, and rotate the dish. If your
But many students are also
Q. "I frequently send "care
oven has a temperature probe, use packages" to my son at college.
heading back to school with a
By this time we have all had our first
What other foods besides
small microwave or a toaster-oven it or a meat thermometer to check
meeting and have made plans for another year
intemal temperatures after
cookies, crackers and candy can
to prepare their own food.
in FCE. There will be changes-that'S for
allowing for standing time. The
The USDA Meat and Poultry
1 send?"
sure-but at least give it a chance!
food continues to cook during this
Hotline (1-800-525-4555) gets
A. For a change of pace, send
. There are many opportunities in FCE that
period. Remember, red meat
many calls from parents and
a sampling of microwavable foods
perhaps you didn't know about. These
should reach 1600 F.; poultry, 1800 which don't need refrigeration
students with questions about the
opportunities can enhance your life personF. Food from the microwave oven
such as containers of noodle soup
handling and storage of dorm
ally. See related articles on this page including
should be steaming hot.
mixes, callIed entrees and
food. Here is a sampling of those
scholarships and travel.
A final suggestion is to invest
pourable nacho cheese toppings.
questions.
PLEASE BE SURE THAT SOMEONE IN YOUR CLUB HAS
in several microwave cooking
Your son can stack them on the
PICKED UP YOUR CLUB'S REORGANIZATIONAL PACKET
dishes with lids. Don't use
bookcase and use as needed.
Q. "Our dorm has a kitchen
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
margarine tubs or other cold food
with a microwave on each floor.
Loaf-type cakes such as
Our District D meeting will be held in Tecumseh on October 21.
storage containers as cooking
banana bread, carrot, applesauce
Often food prepared according
We win have more information at the office if you are interested in
utensils unless the manufacturer
to the printed directions is not
or sour cream cake ship well if
attending. Anyone can attend. They are very informative and fun
wrapped in aluminum foil and
cooked as thoroughly as 1 like it. specifies using them for that
meetings to attend. Our district is much larger than it was before.
packed in a can or box. Dried
What is wrong?"
purpose. Chemicals used in
There are now two district meetings with two district directors. The
A. In a large building like a
plastic could transfer into the
fruits also make healthful treats
meeting in Tecumseh will be conducted by Winnie Dowding of
foods.
that mail well.
dorm, other electrical equipment
Eagle and is usually a day-long meeting. If you are interested in
Many types of hard or prosuch as personal computers,
attending, please contact the Extension Office or me.
Q. "I am living off campus this
toaster-ovens, hair dryers and
cessed cheese and some sausages
Remember to mark October 24 on your calendar. That will be
year. My two roommates and I
like beef sticks, dry salami and
stereos can compete for current
our Achievement Day. I have certificates for 50+ members-those
and reduce the electrical wattage
will be preparing our own meals. pepperoni don't need to be
who have not been recognized at the state level for having been
We know how to cook and we
of a microwave.
refrigerated. They mail well, too.
members ofFCE for 50 years or more. Of course, there will be our
A "community" oven may also plan to buy healthful food. What Check the label carefully for
usual awards, too.
be used more frequently than one
else do we need.to know to make handling instructions and choose
As your council chair, I consider it my personal responsibility to
those that do not say "Keep
at home. An oven that has already this a successful and fun vensee that this organization continues; but, it can't be done without
Refrigerated.'1
cooked several foods may also
ture?"
your help. Please call me at any time if there is something you
A. You sound like you're
cook a few seconds slower than a
would like to discuss, if you have ideas for special events or simply
cold oven.
Q. "My daughter's college is
already off to a good start.
ways to make this a better organization.
only a four-hour drive away so
Note how long it takes to
Following the simple guidelines
Thanks!
she comes home for the holidays.
prepare foods with package
below will ensure that your meals
Roberta Newburn, FeE Chair
How can 1 safely pack leftovers
instructions. If this oven requires
are not only healthful but safe.
1. When shopping, buy
for her to take back to school?"
perishable foods last and get them
A. For a four-hour drive, food
be responsible for getting entries
Become an FCE Queen
home quickly. Never leave food in must be handled properly to keep
to and from the annual meeting.
Enroll five new members to
a hot car while you run other
it safe from spoilage and food
The categories this year include:
join FCE. Each new member
errands.
poisoning bacteria.
quilting and photography. Forms
must pay county, state and
2. Refrigerate perishables as
The leftover foods should be
are at the Extension office.
national FCE dues and be
soon as you get home. Freeze any
divided into small, shallow
enrolled as a FCE member on the
fresh meat, fish or poultry you
containers and ·cooled in the
Nebraska State FCE Membership
refrigerator prior to the trip.
won't use in the next few days.
Is There a Great Nebraska
the State of Nebraska. The grant
List by March 31, 1995. Each
3. Thaw frozen foods in the
To transport the food, pack a
Family in Your Area?
recruiter needs to send the names can be used for classes or correrefrigerator-NOT on the counter. cooler with ice or a frozen gelYou can nominate your
spondence courses leading to an
and addresses of the new
Wash your hands before preparing pack, and add the cold containers
favorite family detailing how
academic degree, vocational
members to State Membership
food. Always use clean dish towels of food from the refrigerator when
teamwork and love, friendship
training or completing high
Chair, Sharon Berns, by May I,
she's ready to leave. Freezing
and sponges.
and service, and how individual
1995. The FCE Queens who have school. Financial needs shall be
4. Don't anow raw meat or
foods prior to the retum trip is also
considered. Recipients will receive growth of each family member
enrolled at least five new
poultry juices to drip on other
an option.
has been encouraged and
$200 to be used as they see fit.
members will be recognized at
During the drive, the cooler
foods. Wash used cutting boards
supported. Forms are at the
Application forms are in the
the 1995 Nebraska FCE Annual
and knives in hot, soapy water
should be kept in the passenger
Extension Office. (RN/LB)
Extenison Office upon request.
Meeting in Broken Bow. (They
area of the car. It's much cooler
after cutting meat and poultry on
(RN/LB)
will have to pay their own
than the trunk. Advise your
them and before chopping raw
expenses.) Prizes are: crown,
daughter to refrigerate the food as
vegetables or salad ingredients.
Not Just for FCE-Family
banner, flowers, front row seats
Altematively, clean cutting boards soon as she arrives at school.
Life-Youth at Risk
during all sessions, VIP treatment Host Family for
and utensils in an electric dishSource: USDA Meat and
The Family Life Youth at Risk washer.
International Exchange
from fellow members, and
Poultry Hotline (AH)
Committee is accepting project
We have applications in the
MOST IMPORTANT, given #1
5. Cook food thoroughly.
applicaitons. Two $75 awards
Extension office for anyone
status in restroom and serving
will be given. They will be made
interested in becoming a host
lines! (RN/LB)
on a competitive basis to a
family for the International
individual(s) or non-profit
Exchange. (RNILB)
ALL FA~v1TL Y AND COlvlIvIUNITY
organization( s) to support family
+2 Campaign
EDUCA TJON CLUB MEMBERS
life youth at risk through the
All local FCE clubs that have
Ar(~ Invited To Attend Their
University of Nebraska Cooperaincreased their total membership Homemaker Exchange
Annual
District FCE Training Session
tive Extension. The duration of
Would you rather go someby two members or more will be
recognized at the 1995 NeAFCE where instead of hosting here? You the project is from June 1, 1994
through May 31, 1995. For more
can apply to be a part of the
Annual Convention. Since the
\VHf.::\;
Friday, Octuber 21, 199cf
information, please contact the
Intemational Study Program.
increase has to be in total
()15 ;1.1l1 - 315 pill.
Extension office. (RN/LB)
NeAFCE will sponsor one
membership, any members lost
member selected by the Homemust be replaced, plus two
WI-JERE: J"ilnS(lll COlllI!) -l-H Building
maker Exchange Committee. The
additional members. The figures
Tccumsl'h. NE
FCE
Club
to
Celebrate
selelction
will
be
announced
at
the
will be based on the membership
(i\. turquois(' builuincr locate] on tl1e
The annual FCE Club
spring meeting-state convention.
as of March 31, 1995. All
Llirgroullus 3: the n;rthwest ed"" of
The selected applicant will arrange Achievement Day will be
tuwn, jollo\\' highway #136)
association members must be on
Monday, October 24, 10 a.m. to
her own departure and return
the NeAFCE membership list
3:30 p.m. at the Lancaster
abroad during the time frame of
with county, state and national
REC;]STRATION $600, if receiveu by Thursday,
Extension Conference Center.
the "off season" for the airlines.
dues paid. Forms will be in the
October 13 at tht' UNL-Jt\P Exlt'nsioJl
Rhonda McC.lure of Wahoo,
(Usually September 20 to April
Extenison Office upon request.
Office in TeculTIst'll.
After thc 13th ~Ifld ;:11 the door, the
1994 Nebraska Young Artist will
30.) If you are interested, please
Four Lancaster County clubs
fcc wlll b[; S8.UU.
contact
the
Extension
present
Office
for
the
program.
received +2 awards this year.
Recognition will be given to
information and forms. (RN/LB)
(RNILB)
club members with 25+ years of
membership, clubs with perfect
Heritage Arts Contest
attendance at council meetings
It's not too early to start
Homemaker's Educational
and other outstanding achievethinking about your entry for the
Grant Applications Accepted
ments.
Heritage Arts Contest. Each
Homemakers enrolled in a
All FCE club members are
county
is
allowed
one
entry
in
NeAFCE club wishing to further
each of the major categories. Each encourage to attend. Bring a
their education are eligible to
covered dish for the noon
article must be the work of an
apply. Applicants should have
luncheon and enjoy the day.
NeAFCE member during the last
sincere intentions to enroll in an
(LB)
institution of higher education in four years. Your club council will

Roberta's remarks

L

"LINK UP
WITH
F.e.E."
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EFNEPILincoln Housing Authority
continue teamwork in 1994
Continuation of funding from
the Lincoln Housing Authority
will enable the Expanded Food
and Nutrition Education Program
to improve the health of additional
families through improved
nutrition practices.
Since 1992, Charlene Rollins,
an EFNEP Nutrition Advisor, has
been funded 20 hours per week by
the Lincoln Housing Authority and
20 hours per week by Lancaster
County. Purposes of this collaborative effort include working with
targeted housing authority families
for better nutrition, better food
safety and storage practice, and
better management of food
dollars.
During the initial visit by an

EFNEP Advisor, EFNEP homemakers share what they have eaten
during the past 24 hours. This
food recall is repeated when the
homemaker graduates from the
program. The data is then compared to assess changed food
practices resulting from EFNEP
nutrition education.
Recent food behavior and food
recall statistics indicate that 100%
of the families working with
EFNEP make positive changes in
eating from each of the food
groups. As homemakers graduate
from the EFNEP program, 29.6%
of EFNEP families include at least
one food from each food group in
their family diet compared to
14.8% when they startedthe

Tips for a safe Halloween
• Buy or design the child's
costume so the child can walk
easily without trippirig. Costumes
should be lightweight and fit
properly. Costumes used at night
should be light colored and
have on some type of
reflective material.
Whiskers,
beards, wigs and
hats should be
fastened securely.
Masks can
obstruct a child's
vision; so, why
not try make-up
to design your
goblin.
• Children should wear
comfortable shoes-not clumsy,
floppy clown shoes or mom's
high heels.
• Before leaving, determine
the route you will be taking. For
safe Halloween trick or treating,
an adult should always accompany young children. Children
should visit only those homes

that they are familiar with and
avoid homes that are dark or dimly
lit.
• Dusk is a dangerous time to
be walking along the streets.
Before you leave home, remind
them to cross only at comers and
to look both ways before
crossing. They need
to stay on the
sidewalk-not the
road or street.
• Set a limit for
trick or treating.
About one hour is
sufficient for ages up
to 13.
• Emphasize to the
children they are not to eat any of
the goodies they collect until you
have looked at them carefully.
• Light, brightly colored
costumes, easily seen at dusk or
dark, are best. If the costume is
dark, trim with fluorescent or
reflective tape that is highly
visible to drivers. (LB)

Be a "GII
Q: How much is a gram (g)? If
a food has 8 g of fat, what does
that mean?
A: A gram is a metric unit of
measurement. But don't be put.
off by that. Think about grams
this way: There are about 454 g
in a pound. If you hold a regular
metal paper clip in your hand,
that is about what 1 g weighs.
Now, think about a familiar
kitchen item-the teaspoon. A
. teaspoon holds about 4 g of fat.
So a food with 8 g of fat has 2
teaspoons of fat.
Q: I want to reduce my fat
intake to no more than 30
percent of total calories but I
get confused trying to make an
estimate. I read somewhere that
there's an easy method. Can
you describe it?
A: If you have a fair idea of
your caloric intake, it's a straightforward task. From that number,
drop a zero and divide by 3. This
will tell you how many grams of
fat would contribute 30 percent
of your total calories. For
example, if you usually consume
2,000 calories, dropping a zero
and dividing by 3 would indicate
that you should take in no more
than 67 grams of fat.
To calculate the amount of fat
you consume, keep a record of
everything you eat or drink
during the course of the day,
makine. sure to estimate amounts
as car;fully as you can and to

whiZl

record any fats added in cooking ;
or at the table. The more careful
your estimates, the more accurate
your results will be.
The calculation process will
go more quickly if you rely on
the nutrition information
provided on food packaging, but
pay careful attention to the fact
that the portion size they
describe may not be what you
actually ate. Finally, you'll
probably need to consult one of
the many paperback books that
provide information about the
amounts of fat in servings of
food for which no labeling
information is available.

program.
In 16 or 20 food behaviors the
families also showed significantly
improved scores as they completed the program. The most
significant changes were seen in
the frequency in providing two
kinds of fruits daily, frequency in
providing three kinds of vegetables daily, trimming fat from
meat before cooking, removing
chicken skin, and avoiding
nibbling during preparation and
cleanup.
These changes were achieved
through 445 educational home
visits impacting the lives of
approximately 100 families
served by both Lincoln Housing
Authority and EFNEP. (MB)

Trick or treat treats
you donlt eat
What will be the treat when
those ghosts and goblins knock
on your door this year? Why not
get some inexpensive, nonedible
items like party favors. You may
be amazed at the excitement of
all the trick or treaters when they
see something different at your
house. Here are some ideas:
balls and jacks; baseball and
other sports cards; stickers; coloring books; comics or story
books; crayons; erasers; pencils;
pens; modeling clay (you could
even make your own play
dough); sunglasses; bangle
bracelets; friendship bracelets;
small toys, etc. The list is limited only to your imagination.
Other possibilities for a
non-sweet treat might include:
sugarless gum, small boxes of
raisins, granola bars, peanuts,
sunflower seeds, small cans of
juice, small boxes of cereal, or
small packages of peanut butter
crackers. (LB)

A "Catering as a Business"
workshop will be held Tuesday, Catering as a Business
November 1, at the Lancaster
Extension Conference Center.
This daylong workshop will include information on catering
business basics, pricing for
profit, menu planning perspec- J - - - - - - - - - - - - ; t - - i .
tives, catering safety issues,
marketing your catering
business and insurance for
ClI:J
'
,~
your business. Time for individual consultations will ________________--'1
also be available. A $35 fee for the workshop will cover the cost of a
notebook and noon lunch.
The "Catering as a Business" workshop is sponsored by the
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension and the Department of
Nutritional Science and Dietetics. For more information or to obtain a
registration form, call 441-7180. Registration forms must be returned
. by Tuesday, October 25. (AH)

,------------------

c7ee~lt~7 f~th"j g

Date Nut Bread
So rich tasting yet only 2 tablespoons margarine and
1/3 cup sugar in the whole recipe!
1 cup chopped dates
3/4 cup raisins
1 cup boiling water
1 teaspoon baking soda
2 tablespoons margarine
1/3 cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1 egg

1 1 /3 cups flour
I
1/2 cup chopped pecans
I
Place dates and raisins in a bowl. Add soda and boiling \
water and Jet stand. Cream margarine and sugar. Add .
vanilla, egg and beat well. Add flour and mix until just
I
moistened. Add fruit mixture, including water and pecans I
to flour mixture. Mix gently.
I
Bake in a greased 9 X 5 inch loaf pan at 350 0 F. for 45 I
to 55 minutes or until toothpick inserted in center comes
I
ut clean.~AH) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.J

L

.
you know?
What causes brown spots on clothes? Did
Nike, Reebok and Deja Shoe
Spills on fabrics from beverages
along. To correct the problem,
immediately treat even
containing sugar, such as
~ 0 L l)
light stains you can't
wine or ginger ale, may
seem to disappear- ~iJ
~ see, before they dry.
.".. F or washable fabbut don't be fooled- t::J
they may still be
~ rics, sponge or
there! Once the stain 0
t-3 soak the spill in
is exposed to air, the ¢
C'IJ cool water. Pretreat
sugar oxidizes and
with a stain stick or
leaves an invisible
gel, prewash stain
stain, which ultimately
remover, or laundry
turns yellow or brown. The stain
detergent. Launder as soon as
never left ... it was there all
possible. (LB)

are making shoes of 17 to 75
percent recycled materials using
tires, soda bottles, coffee filters,
polystyrene cups and diapers.
Nike has launched a "Reuse A
Shoe Program" where you can
return your old Nikes to a designated store for a rebate. These old
shoes are recycled into granulated
rubber for athletic tracks and
fabric fluff in cushion stuffing and
insulation.
Source: UNraveling, U oj
Florida, N. Hackle!; June '94. (Ll)

Wardrobe management helps morning shuffle
Every member of the household should know where to find
the clothes hamper and use it.
Almost any child can tum
socks right side out, empty
pockets, and zip zippers. Those
tasks take only seconds as each
member of the family unqresses
for the night, but they can save a
great deal of time on laundry.
A handy stain removal stick
allows family members to prespot
garments before putting them in
the hamper. Prespotting, too, can
save laundry time, and may also
save a garment that would
otherwise be ruined because the
stain had time to "set."
If family members all have
separate baskets, they can pick up
their own clothing from the
laundry area, fold it, and put it
away. Children ages 8 and older
can learn to fold towels and other
household items and put them
away.

Rather than doing all the
laundry on one day, any member
of the family may begin a load of
laundry while dinner is cooking
and finish it after they've eaten.
Children can fold while they
watch television.
For items that require special
care, keep a card file for hang tags.
Care information should be
permanently attached to garments,
but hang tags may reveal additional information about finishes
or fiber content that will be needed
later.
Children can manage to
varying degrees, the care of
unsoiled garments that need to be
hung in the closet or folded and
returned to drawers.
Families that stumble through
mornings trying to locate clothing
and accessories can use a few

wardrobe management techniques
to make their day's start more
placid. To make mornings more
efficient, plan ahead by laying out
the next day's outfit the night
before.
Children can better select
outfits if they can see what they
have. Lowering closet rods for
smaller children will help. If outof-season garments can be stored
in another area, it will eliminate
confusion about what's available
for now.
A separate card for clothing
receipts will keep them handy. If a
problem occurs with garnlent
perfomlance, or "'hen retuming a
garnlent, the receipt will be readily
available.
Source: Rose Jlarie Tandl.
Ed.D., Associate Pn?fl!ssOI; .\T·
IANR (LB)

Turn to page 11 for more Human Resources news
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Go Big Red! Go Big Green!

VIPS committee members-we will see you at the
VIPS workshop Wednesday, October 5, 7 p.m. If you
have not received an invitation, or are reading this and
would like to be involved with the VIPS committees,
contact LaDeane at 441-7180.

~

Youth 12 years old and older: Plan to attend the Teen
Leadership Workshop Sunday, October 9,3-5 p.m.
(See article for more information.)

..
(..

Ambassador meeting Thursday, October 13,7 p.m.
See you there!

l~ii

<~n;

County award books and scholarship applications
are due to University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County by Friday, October 14. For
more information, please contact LaDeane or Ann
Marie.

~lm

Any youth in seventh, eighth, or ninth grade is welcome
to attend SERIES training October 22, UNL City
Campus, Avery Hall. Call LaDeane for registration
information. (Ll)

4-H Achievement Night
Tuesday, November 1
7:00 p.m.
Lancaster Extension Conference Center
444 Cherrycreek Road
Achievement Night is an event to recognize
the accomplishments of 4-H members.
. Scholarships, awards and special recognitions
are presented during the eveht.

New Awards for
Horse Members

Terry Connealy
Go Big Red! Go Big Green!
This doesn't sound right, or does
it? We all recognize Go Big Red
as the rally cry for the athletic
programs at the University of
Nebraska. But, Go Big Green?
Go Big Green represents the 4-H
program in Nebraska (98,000
youth in this state are enrolled in
4-H ). What do they have in
common'?
Well, this fall Go Big Red
athletes plan to join with the Go
Big Green 4-H program in
Lancaster County. Their mission
is to promote opportunities for
youth in the county to interact
with positive role models from
the Athletic Department ofUNL.
Personal motivation, team work,
and goal setting will be the focus
of three special events.
The October 9 Teen Leadership Workshop from 3-5 p.m.
features motivational activities
aimed at keeping 4-H members
involved in 4-H after the age of
12. A pizza party will be held in
conjunction with the activity and
any 4-H member over the age of
12 is welcome to attend. The
purpose is not only to show what
activities are available to
Lancaster County 4-H teens, but
to also recruit new members for
Teen Council and the 4-H
Ambassador programs.
Tuesday, November 1, 1994
is 4-H Achievement Night at 7
p.m. 4-H members will be
honored for their achievements
and scholarship winners will be
announced. All parents, friends,
and relatives are welcome to

Allison Weston
attend.
The Honors Banquet will be
held Thursday, November 10 at 7
p.m. 4-H leaders are honored for
their leadership and service.
Invitations are sent to those being
honored.
The words leadership, achievement, and honor are all qualities
UNL athletes are able to put on

GPA. After having both knees
scoped following the Orange
Bowl, he missed all of spring
practice and is now ready for the
1994 season. His persistence and
desire to play the game keeps
him in contention with the best
of the them. He was a 1993
Phillips 66 Academic AllAmerican and is predicted to
surpass those academic honors
I
this year.
Allison Weston is a junior,
middle blocker for the Husker
Volleyball Team. Her academic
honors are a "hit," as well as her
volleyball accomplishments.
Allison was selected to the 1993
First Team~All-Big Eight team,
their resume. The time and effort it the 1993 AVCA First Team Alltakes to be an athlete, scholar, and American, and the Phillips 66
leader is phenomenal and these
Academic All-Big Eight. These
athlete's shine in all areas. So, let's are just a few of the results of her
meet the Huskers!!
athletic ability. Allison is also an
Defensive Tackle Terry
outstanding student with a 3.72
Connealy (#99), of Hyannis, NE,
grade point average in veterinary
is a senior agribusiness major. He
science. She hails from the
is a co-captain .of the 1994 Husker Papillion-LaVista area.
Football Team, a 1994 Husker
Although Aaron Graham is
Ambassador, a 1994 Preseason
the only former 4-H member,
All-American, and a 1993 Firsteach of these athletes are
Team GTE Academic Alloutstanding role models for our
American. His other athletic
4-H youth. You will notice that
honors are both conm1endable and all of them surpass expectations'
countless. Terry carries a 3.79
in both athletics and academics.
GPA in agribusiness and grew up
We look forward to having them
on a ranch near Hyannis in the
share with us secrets to success!
sandhills of Nebraska. Terry is an
Having these Nebraska
all-around achiever and we are
Cornhuskers work with our 4-H
happy to have him take part in our program is a real privilege. Don't
4-H activities.
miss the chance to meet Terry,
Aaron Graham (#54), a center Aaron and Allison at various 4-H
from Denton, TX, is a junior
fall events! Go Big Green and Go
animal science major with a 3.31
Big Red! (AMM)

enly think.
Feed more hay to your horse
We have two awards that will
when it is cold. In fact, the best
be presented for the first time to
quality hay should not be fed.
the outstanding junior and senior
Hay which was cut in its mid
members of the Lancaster
to late stages of growth contains
more fiber. As your horse chews
County 4-H horse program. The
Feeding Horses .
year and one thing to think about
Joe Harrison Memorial Award
and digests this hay, considerable
When It's Cold
is horsemanship level testing. If
body heat of digestion is profor the outstanding junior
Providing your horse with the
member and the George Phillips you intend to advance to the next
duced. This internal heat helps
proper nutrition is every bit as
Award for the outstanding senior higher level next year, there are
keep your horse warm. Pound per
several reasons tharit may be best important during the off season as pound, hay produces more body
member will be presented at the
to complete that test this fall.
it is during the summer months
4-H Honors Banquet, Thursday,
heat than grains.
Probably the best reason is that
when they are working hard. Most
November 10, 7 p.m. These
Let's say you have been
individuals will be named by the both you and your horse are likely horses are fed with great care
feeding your 1200 pound mainteto be more proficient in your
when they are performing;
Lancaster County Awards
nance horse 18 to 20 pounds of a
riding skills. now than you will be
Selection Committee upon
however, many are either underfed good quality grass hay plus two
next spring after a long winter
review of the awards books of
or overfed during the winter
pounds of grain a day. Now, the
layoff. Also, the weather condimonths. The underfed horse is
individuals applying for special
temperature drops quickly and
tions are usually better and there
awards. Additional awards,
likely to suffer more from extreme stays cold for several days.
are no show entry deadlines to
including scholarships, are also
weather conditions, but an overfed
Feed your horse two to three
crowd your schedule. Finally,
horse will likely be overweight
available for horse members.
pounds of amore mature grass
horsemanship level examiners are
However, only those 4-H horse
next spring. Here are some
hay in addition to what you
not as busy training horses and
regularly feed.
members who have submitted
interesting facts concerning
riders in the fall as they are in the
feeding horses during the winter
Your horse will spend more
their award books on time are
early spring when everyone is
eligible for selection.
months.
time eating the extra hay which
trying to get ready for the coming
Some people say that corn is a will also produce more body heat
show season. AIl4-H leaders
heat producing feed. What about
to keep warm.
Horsemanship
should have a list of the horseman- feeding com or more grain to keep
If your hay supply is short,
Level Testing
ship level examiners; but if not,
your horse warm?
reduce the usual amount of hay
contact University of Nebraska
Increasing the grain intake .
The project year is over and
fed by 25 to 30 percent and feed
Cooperative Extension in
when the thermometer drops is not 1.25 pounds of a more mature
most 4-H horse shows for 1994
the answer. Com is not a heat
are now history. However, now is Lancaster County for more
grass hay for each pound of good
PISISe til.",. ttr Horse: page J 1producing feed, as some mistak- ..
information.
the time to look ahead to next

Make-ItYourself With
Wool Contest
Do you
love
sewing
with
wool?
Then
this
contest
is for you. The district contest
will be held Saturday, October
29, at the Civic Center in
Seward. Registration begins at
8 a.m. and the style show is at
2 p.m. All districtcontestants
receive a length of 100% wool
just for being in the contest
and the winner of each
category receives additional
prizes. District winners go on
to state competition.
Categories for the contest
include:
• Adult (25 and over)
• Senior (17-24)
• Junior (13-16)
• Preteen (12 and under)
(Age is what you will be on
December 31, 1994) (Ll)
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Award nominations due
Nominations for "I Dare You," "Outstanding 4-H Member,"
"4-H Alumni" and "Meritorious Service" awards are due at
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
by Friday, October 14. Leaders, parents, and other interested 4-H
supporters may nominate people for these awards. Nomination
forms, along with the criteria for each award are available at the
office. For more infof!I1ation, contact LaDeane. (LJ)

-

National 4-H Week
ends with a bang!
"4-H ... More Than You Ever Imagined" is the
theme for the 2ndAnnuai 4-H Teen Leadership workshop scheduled for Sunday, October 9, 3-5 p.m. All
Lancaster County 4-H youth 12 years old and older
are encouraged to attend. This event is a perfect way
to end National4-H Week (October 2-8).
The purpose of this workshop is to acquaint these
4-H members with other 4-H youth from around the
county, recruit new members to Teen Council, and to
, recognize the leadership and FUN experiences available as an older 4-H member. The 4-H Teen Council
and 4-H Ambassadors will conduct teamwork and
leadership activities. University of Nebraska athletes
will provide the motivational part of the workshop.
4-H can be more than you have ever imagined if
you have the desire and willingness to "make the best
better." Plan to attend the 2ndAnnual4-HTeen Leadership Workshop on October 9! (AMM)

Celebrate National 4-H Week
National4-H Week celebrates the accomplishments of
4-H youth during the week of
October 2-8. The theme for
1994, "4-H ... More Than You
Ever Imagined," reflects the
variety of 4-H programming and
the diversity of the lives and
backgrounds of 4-H youth
throughout our country.
Diverse groups of youth from
across our country participate in
4-H activities and Lancaster
County is no exception. Young
people from diverse back-

grounds, ages five to 19, develop
leadership, citizenship, and
interpersonal skills in a wide
variety of 4-H programs. Nearly
13,000 youth in Lancaster County
were involved in a 4-H activity for
a minimum of six hours through
our traditional club program,
independent membership, special
interest events, or through school
enrichment activities. Youth
participated in 4-H proj ects falling
within four major academic
disciplines: biological sciences,
social sciences, arts and humani-

Make a Difference Day
Is your 4-H club and program making a difference? Here is your
big chance to make a difference in a community, county, or area.
Join the 4th Annual Make a Difference Day, Saturday, October 22.
Sponsored by USA Weekend and the Points of Light Foundation,
Make a Difference Day can be a new, one-time event or even an
ongoing volunteer activity.
Why should you participate in Make a Difference Day? Besides
the benefits to your 4:-H members and the community, hundreds of
projects will be honored with coverage in USA Weekend magazine
and local newspapers. Representatives from 10 outstanding projects
will be honored at the annual Make·a Difference Day function in
Washington, D.C. during National Volunteer Week inApri11995.
Sixty top projects will each receive a $2,000 donation for their
charitable cause.
Contact the office for a promotional brochure highlighting
information about Make a Difference Day. If you plan to participate,
contact LaDeane so appropriate recognition can be given to you and
your 4-H group., (LJ)

.,

ties, and physical sciences. The
4-H program in our county is
supported through the efforts of
1069 volunteers who lead clubs,
serve on advisory andVIPS
committees, facilitate 4-H programming, and encourage youth
to be "more than they ever
imagined."
If you know of someone who
would like to join 4-H, or know
more about 4-H programming in
the county, contact a member of
the 4-H staff at 441-7180. (LJ)

"
-Be a winner"'Mwi,th4-H're;cDrds"

Once again it is time for the
Lancaster County Awards Program
to get underway! You may have
seen the article in last month's
NEBLINE referring to the change in
plans on the national level. The
status thus far is that there is no
competition beyond the county
level. Hopefully, there will be a
new program available next year,
but this year w~ are on our own.
Therefore, we have developed
a program that will give awards
and recognize achievements. All
leaders should have received in
their re-enrollment packet, the
entry sheet for the awards program. We have added more areas
for 4-H members to compete in

The 4-H name, emblem and pledge

and have made two divisions. The
beginning division is for those 4-H
members who have never won in a
specific area before. The advanced
division is for 4-H members who
won in a specific area before and
have won the county award, which
is only supposed to 'be won once
by an individual. More program
areas are available because we
have a large enrollment in these
areas. (Such as cat, dog, public
speaking, home environment, etc.)
The award books will be the
same to complete. The entry sheet
is required first, then the Building
Your 4-H Record, the 4-H story
(no more than six pages long), and
up to three pages of pictures. All

books should be bound in the
green 4-H record cover available
at University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster
County.
Award-books are due to the
office by Friday, October 14.
Books will be judged by a
committee and awards will be
given out at 4,.H Achievement
Night, Tuesday, November 1,7
p.m. If you have any questions
about the program or what is
required, please call Ann Marie or
LaDeane. We challenge 4-H
members, leaders, and parents to
complete these record books and'
make "4,.H ... More Than You Ever
Imagined.". (AMM)

Baffled by science?
Join the crowd! To millions of adult Americans,

Q. Where did 4-H get its name?
A. The first use of the term "4-H club" in a federal document appeared in
1918 in a bulletin written by Gertrude L. Warren. At a Washington, D.C. conference early in the 1920's, Miss Warren and several others favored the name "4-H
Club Work." By 1924, wider usage of the name "4-H" was adopted and used
thereafter, throughout the world.

Q. How was the emblem created?
A. The first emblem design was a three-leaf clover, introduced by O.H.
Benson, between 1907-08. From the beginning, the three H's signified "Head, Heart, and Hands." •
A four-leaf clover design with H's appeared around 1908. Benson and others incorporated this design
on posters, labels, etc. In 1911, Benson referred to the need for four H's rather than three-suggesting that
they signify "Head, Heart, Hands, and Hustle ... reason; heart trained to be true, kind and sympathetic;
hands trained to be useful, helpful, and skillful; and the hustle to render ready service, to develop health
and vitality." In 1911, at a meeting of club leaders in Washington, D. c., a committee recommendation was
adopted approving the present 4-H design. O.B. Martin is credited with suggesting that the H's signify
"Head, Hearts, Hands, and Health," universally used since then.
The 4-H emblem was patented in 1924 and C'0ngress passed a law protecting the use of the 4-H name
and emblem in 1939, slightly revised in 1948.
Q. What is the 4-H pledge?
A. "I pledge my head to clearer thinking, my heart to greater loyalty, my hands to larger service, and
my health to better living ... for my club, my community, my country and my world." State leader of
Kansas, Otis Hall, was responsible for the original wor9ing of the 4-H pledge, officially adopted by the
state 4-H leaders at the first national4-H camp in 1927. The pledge remained unchanged until 1973, when
it was revised to include "and my world." This change was officially approved in 1973 by the Extension
"
Committee on Organization and Policy. (LJ)

'

. . . •......

science education remains a vague and somewhat confusing childhood memory. What did we do in our
~,
fourth gra~e science class? .Perhap~ we memorized
_
:!1 .
.
'.
flower and Insect parts, or bmlt a baking soda volcano
.
,.
that belched red fizz on the floor. Or maybe we just
took turns reading from a textbook, while hoping that we'd be saved
by the bell.
Today, many Dfus are still baffled about science. We're really ,not
sure how electricity works, why airplanes fly, or what makes the seasons change. Of course you may argue that after all, we know how to
start our lawn mowers, heat pizza in. our microwave ovens, and hook
up a VCR. So why do we need to know about Ohms Law or the boiling
point of hydrogen?
Science education is about life. It's about how our planet, sola
system, bodies, and even VCRs work. It's with us when we eat bad
potato salad at a picnic, or when our car battery dies on a frigid February morning. On a larger scale, a lack of basic science knowledge can
prevent us from comprehending and making wise decisions about pressing social problems: droughts and famine, destruction of rain forests,
holes in the ozone layer, air and water pollution, poor diets that caus
sickness and' disease. All these issues can be better understood, an
more easily resolved, by citizens who are well infornled about how th
natural world works.
For all people, and especially kids, science is a natural. So ... weI
come curiosity, exploration and discovery, start asking questions. an
provide .abundant hands-on experiences for your youngsters. Scienc
can be interesting, helpful in everydaysituations. and FUN! (ALH)
~,'
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Wellhead Protection Areas
Don Miller
Extension Educator
Community Development

Test your smoke detector
When was the last time you tested your home's smoke detector?
Can't remember? If you're not sure, then do you really know it'll
work if there is a fire? This year's theme for Fire Prevention Week
is, "Test Your Detector ... For Life," which is a reminder not only to
test your detector during the week of October 9-15, but year round
as well. Here are some timely reminders on smoke detectors from
your friends at Southeast Fire:
If you 90 not have a smoke detector, now is the time to get and
install one. Don't put it off any longer. When buying a smoke
detector, be sure it carries the familiar UL label, and install and
maintain it according to the manufacturer's directions.
A properly installed, tested, and maintained UL listed smoke
detector, along with a well planned and practiced home fire escape
plan, actually double a family'S chance of escaping a home fire
uninjured! Prett,y inexpensive life insurance, don't you think?
Be sure to change your detector's batteries at least once a year,
or whenever the low battery warning is- seen or heard on your
detector. Southeast Fire also recommends testing your detector atleast once a week.'
-Bill Montz, Jr., Fire Prevention/Public Relations,
Southeast Fire Department

Open house invitation
The Southeast Fire Department would like to cordially invite all
NEBLINE readers to attend their annual Fire Prevention and Safety
Open House at the Pine Lake Fire Station, 7700 Pine Lake Road
(Pine Lake Road .and Highway 2), on Sunday, October 9, 1 to 4 p.m.
Many activities are planned for the entire family, including demonstrations by the Southeast Fire Department, the Lancaster County
Sheriff's Office, MADD, Eastern Ambulance, Operation Lifesaver,
the State Fire Marshall's sprinkler trailer,and an appearance of an air
ambulance helicopter from StarCare Five. Free refreshments will
also be served. We're looking forward to meeting you, so stop by andl
see us on the 9th! (BM)
i

As you drive the roads of
Lancaster C()unty, you might
notice a new blue and white sign
saying "Entering Wellhead
Protection Area." These signs are
part of the Lincoln-Lancaster
County Health Department's
Wellhead Protection Program,
which started in 1992.
With a grant from the United
States Environmental Protection
Agency, a two-year program was
started in which the County Health .
Department, along with the
villages of Davey, Denton, Firth,
Hallam, Holland, Malcolm,
Panama, Raymond,' Roca, and
Sprague; the cities of Hickman
and Waverly; and Rural Water
District # 1, began to work together
to protect their groundwater.
Look for ENTERING ... WELLHEAD PROTECTION AREA signs
The first step in the program
as you drive around the county and state.
was to obtain all the communities'
support and agreement to particidepartment calculated these
to study the regulatory and
pate. With funded support from
. protection areas.
educational issues raised from
the Nemaha and Lower Platte
Then, volunteers from each of report. One of the fmal steps in the
South Natural Resource Districts,
the participating communities
grant was to erect signs on all the
surveyed each wellhead area for .' roadways that mark the entrance
the department obtained the
possible contamination sources.
to these areas. These signs will
technical data to calculate the
Types of possible contamination
.serve as reminders to the public of
wellhead protection areas that
sources were as simple as the
the presence of a very valuable
service the wells to these commulocation of a home septic system
resource: our precious groundwanities. A wellhead protection area
'and as complex as storage
ter. These signs will also provide .
is the distance around a well that
faciliti~s holding large volumes of information to emergency rewater will travel over a specific
fuel. After the inventories were
sponse crews who respond to
period of time to recharge its
completed, a task force composed catastrophic events that could
supply. In this case, the wellhead
of community representatives,
threate:n the quality and safety of
protection area was calculated
the groundwater serving the
public offici~ls, agribusinesses,
using a 20-year time-of-travel.
and the general public was formed community. (OM)
Using a computer program

Teamwork essential t;ls~~~e;s Ketelhut remembers II
I

Whether on a 4-H committee,
at an FCE meeting, sitting on a
church advisory council, attending
a community neighborhood
meeting or facing the challenges
of a work day, we all find ourselves a part of a team at one time
or another. Being a member of a
team is rarely easy; but, most
recent research confirms an
increase in effectiveness when
people learn to work together. The
ability to facilitate good team
building and success at being a
good team member are vital to the
success of any endeavor. The more
skills individuals develop working
with others in groups, the greater
the opportunity for making a
difference in our homes, our
communities and in our workplaces. What is a team?
.
Realistically, a team is a group
of different people working toward
the same goal and powerful teams
are those that:
;. have a clear goal
• value every team -member
• are creative thinkers
• anticipate change
• plan ahead
• deal effectively with conflict
• get things' done
'

the rules.

Every good team asks:
• What is our purpose?
• How do we support and link
with the organization's
purpose?
• How do we build team trust?
• How do we strengthen
individuals on the team?
• How do we solve problems
and conflicts?
• Who are the critical people
we need?
• What will make us feel like
winners-what will make
others see us as winners.

An effective team has a
defined goal and makes rules.
They:
• write a brief concise statement of goal-a goal that is
challenging but not impossible.
make sure everyone -on the team'
knows and understands the goal.
• clarify.what each person can
contribute-why they are part of
the team.
• establish guid~lines and
limits-a team can't function
without some rules!
• then make sure everyone on
the team Iolows and understands

Family Community Leadership
Become involved in making decisions,
that affect you and your community

For more information, contact your local Cooperative Extension Office

.

The NEBLINE asked Marvin
sun. Chickens would go into the
Ketelhut to write a series of
henhouse thinking it was eveningJ
A good team member comes to
And talk about chicken feedstories. Marvin will share some
of his early farm experience with grasshoppers were everywhere. I
meetings prepared, listens attenus over the next few months.
don't think there was a lot of
tivelyand with empathy, asks for
, Marvin Ketelhut was born on humor projected in those days, so
information and clarification and
a farm in Lancaster C()unty;
. I am going to interject some
offers. information and suggestions
January 20, 1913. The following
funny stuff as I go along. I smile
based on experience. An effective
is about his mother, father and his when I wrote these and I hope
team member also has the ability
you smile reading them.
three younger brothers, growing
to summarize related ideas and
up on a farm in the 20's, 30's,
Have you ever been chased b
knows how to search for solutions
. and 40's-up to 75 years ago.
a bull? My dad got caught
to problems. Maintaining a sense
Tractor farming started to
between the bull and the fence
of respect for team members, even
come around in the'
once and got a leg
in the midst of conflict, is essential
40's, but in
broken. Right
and a good team member WOR.l\S
the 2 0 ' s a t planting
to accomplish team goals.
and
time-so
Good team leaders are crucial
- 30's
you know
and are needed to provide strucwhat that
meant; Get
ture for the team and team
horses. Even in
meetings. A leader sets the tone
on that
dry weather, if
for the meeting and leads by
Model-A
John Deere .
weeds were
example. Helshe attends to the
putt-putt
needs of the group rather than the
not controlled,
tractor, lug
individual and helps the group
they would take
wheels (no
over the farm. My
define the problem rather than try
rubber) and,plant
brothers and I were 7
to solve it. Throughout, the leader
that com. This hap112 years apart. t was the
clarifies team purpose, encourages
pened.inthe early 1940's. Getting
oldest by 4 1/2 years, so I got in
dialogue, and trusts the group and
back to the bull. loutsmarted one
its process. Feedback that supports
on a lot of the early farm work.
The stock market crash came once. I zigged and he ~ggedand
the team goals and expectations
are vital and a good leader
in '29, followed in the 30's by the I beat him to the fence. I heard
, provides time for the team to deal
Great Depression, sort of helped . him say, "Wait 'til next time!" I
don'"t know how fast a bull can.
along by the severe drought (six
with team building concerns and
years) which left the farmers with run 100 yards. They never had a
issues.
very little money. In the 30's, we track meet beCause they would
always had some spring grain,
not standstill in the starting
Ask yourself if you are a team
blocks. If the starter and timer
but in July and August when the
killer. Do you:
a record
com was tasseling, we would get wore red, I am
• set your own agenda?
the hot winds from the south that would be sCt.-Don't get in an.
• insist you're right?
would burn the tassels. This kept' open field or pasture with a bull,
• fail to put yourself in other's
the com from germinating. If .
because he could come at you
shoes?
with foudegs, 1600 pounds, and
there was any com, it would be
• take all the credit?
nubbins. There was no hybrid
steam coming from his nostrils.
• think negatively by encouragYou had better pray that you
com at that time, it came much
ing norms that say that isn't OK?
later. Our com in these years was sprout wiDp or he steps ina
• guard your turf?
gophedlole. Ifthere was no bull,
non-hybrid, open pollinated
• believe your job is the
white, hard husking, and not a - . dlae would be., cattle, no
hardest and least appreciated?
.. fail to establish clear goals?
big yielder.
.
~~orcowgirl.s,
DO ~_ miIk,-no bullfights
The thing I will never forget
in the 30's was the dust stOrms . • • T......... lfsomeone
Be a team builder not a team
. .:~, .&.:....:~. Oust'
which came up from the soudI,
killer as you work. with groups in
, • '.. .~ ....~~ UIIIi1~U' J
sa.
yourneighborhOQd, on your job,
and the dust wouIddadcm
'" .·It.~;~
." ;
... and in your families. (U)

m
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4-H & Youth News continued
From Page 8

Horse

quality hay you are not feeding now.
The 18 to 20 pounds of good quality hay, fed to a 1200 pound maintenance horse, can be reduced by 4.5
to 6 pounds daily. And, feed 5.5 to 7.5 pounds of a more mature grass hay.
.
Young, growing horses and brood mares in late pregnancy should only be fed high quality hay. It is not
advisable to feed them a lower quality hay. But, increase the amount of hay they receive when it is cold.
Older horses, over 20 years of age, may need special attention during cold weather. It may even be
advantageous to stable them at night. Their teeth may not be adequate to properly chew coarse, stemy hay.
So, feed them an extra amount of good quality hay.
Most horses develop a rather heavy' winter hair coat which keeps them warm most of the time.
But, when it is windy, they lose considerable body heat. This situation is worse when the horse gets wet
from rain or snow. Cold inclement weather increases a horse's maintenance energy needs.
So, they need a dry, warm place to get out of the wind, rain, or snow, which will aid in keeping them
warm. It prevents removal of body heat which has been trapped in their long winter hair coat.
Also, horses should be in good body condition before cold weather. A thin layer of fat under the skin
helps retain body heat.
. .
.
.
It is difficult to determine a horse's body condition if it has lots of long, winter hair. They must be felt,
especially over their ribs. The ribs should be able to be felt only after applying slight to moderate pressure.
When this amount of pressure is needed to feel the ribs, they will be slightly covered with fat. (WLS) .

4-H

•••

much more than .projects

Don't pass up the opportunity
to participate in a few or many of
the contests available to you in
4-H!
Parents can help you prepare
for these contests, but you are on
your own at contest time. It can be
scary, but once you've done it, it
can be a very rewarding experience. You may start out with
something very simple, but as you
develop your skills, confidence,
and poise, you will be giving
purple ribbon performances more
and more often. This poise and

confidence will stay with you for a
lifetime and you will have had the
satisfaction of doing it on your
own!
There are a lot of different
contests for you to choose from
during the 4- H year, so begin early
to look them over. Begin planning
now to develop your skills for
some of the state fair contests.
There are, for example, 14
different classes of presentations
which are illustrated talks by
individuals or teams of two.
There are 14 skill and identifi-

cation contests, plus a m~sic
contest, speech contest, turkey
barbecue contest, egg preparation
demonstration contest, and a beef
ambassador contest. ·Many of '
these contests must be qualified
for at the county fair.
This year at the state,fair,
Lancaster County teams placed
first in the dairy judging contest,
fifth in tree identification, and
third in grass and weed identifica..;
tion. (DS)

Encouraging words on homework
We all know how kids react when we find fault with their homework. Even if you are going to offer
constructive criticism, try saying something positive first. This will be helpful both to you aI\d to your
child. But sometimes parents are unsure of what to say to encourage kids as they do their homework.
Here are 25 suggestions to keep homework time on an upbeat note:
1. You're right on track.
2. I'm impressed.
3. You learn fast!
4. Keep going, it's getting better.
5. I like that..
6. You must be so proud of yourself.
7. Terrific!
8. Good thinking.
9. I like to see you working that way.

10. Now you have the hang of it.
11. Right on!
.
12. Keep it up!
13. You really stuck to it.
14. You did a lot of work today.
15. I knew you could.
16. That's the best ever.
17. Nice going.
18. Now you're cooking.

19. Way to go.
20. Keep' up the good work.
, 21 . I'm proud of you.
22. Keep on trying, it will come.
23 . That's the spirit!
24. That kind of work makes me
very happy.
,25. Good for you.

Source: Work and Family, Vol. 3, No.3, March 1989 (LB)

Salad bar etiqueHe
Salad bars and other food bars
such as buffets, taco bars, pasta
bars and ice cream sundae bars are
beginning to proliferate. While
these cater to our two basic urges
for convenience and huge mounts
of food, they have their drawbacks
according to Dr. Charlotte
Brennand, food scientist at the
Utah State University College of
Family Life.
Most customers, though well
intentioned, are not trained in
proper food handling sanitation,
she says. There is no reason to
panic, but consumers should use
extra care when handling salad bar
foods to avoid contaminating salad
bar foods. Critical areas to watch
include:
Sneeze Guards. Sneeze
guards are at a height appropriate
for most adults. Be careful that
children don't stick their heads up
under the guards or grab food with
their bare hands.
Plates. Because most of us
wash our own dishes, we are

Laurissa Sabalka and horse, Dr. Spock, being checked by judge
prior to competitive trail ride.

"G" whiz

From Page 7

without the skin has 140 calories and only 3 grams of fat.
* Prepare vegetables with less fat. A plain potato has only 100
calories. Add 2 tablespoons of sour cream and·you've added 50 calories
and 5 grams of fat. Add 2 tablespoons of butter and you've added 200
calories and 28 grams of fat. That same potato made into french fries
has 350 calories and 18 grams of fat. Try grated Parmesan cheese, herb
blend or lowfat sour cream on potatoes.
* Plain broccoli has 26 calories in two-thirds of a cup. Butter sauce
adds 54 calories and 2.3 grams of fat. Almonds add 56 calories and 2.8
grams of fat. A cheese sauce adds 100 to 160 calories and 7 to 11 grams
of fat.
.
* Choose condiments that are lower in fat. A tablespoon of mayonnaise has 100 calories and 11 grams of fat, while a tablespoon of
mustard has only 12 calories and .5 grams of fat. A tablespoon of catsup
adds 16 calories and no fat.
Source: Adapted from information developed by Virginia Geraldine
Kessel, Extension SpeCialist, West Virginia University Extension (AH)

Handle chlorine carefully around fabrics

hesitant to keep getting clean
Chlorine bleach is very
plat~s after each trip to the salad
effective for removing ·heavy soil
bar. The danger is that you transfer
and stains. However, it is also a
germs or viruses from your dirty
strong chemical which needs to
plate to the food on the salad bar.
be used properly.
Even though it may go against
Improper use of chlorine
your instinct not to waste food,
bleach commonly causes fabric
putting food back on the salad bar
damage. Never pour chlorine
after it has been on your plate is
bleach directly on an item. When
out of the question.
chlorine bleach comes in direct,
Tongs and Spoons. Tongs and
prolonged contact with natural
spoons should only touch the
fibers-especially cotton-the
food. That means the part of the
fibers are literally weakened and
serving utensil that touches your
tear easily.
hand should not be stuck down
into the food or placed on top of
the lettuce.
Discipline is effective when
There is nothing to be paranoid
parents teach children self-control
about, Brennand cautions. Most
and other skills needed to develop
restaurants are still more sanitary
successful relationships with the
than most people's houses. Being
world. Through effeCtive discicareful at salad and other food
bars should be a form of courtesy 'pline, parents guide their children
through the difficulties of growth
to those who come to eat after
and demonstrate their love and
you.
concern.
Source: Adapted by Dennis
On the other hand, discipline is
Hinkamp, Consumer Information
Writer, Utah State University.(AH) ineffective when parents simply

Chlorine bleach shouldn't be
confused with an all-fabric bleach,
which uses enzymes and brighteners to improve laundry results. All
fabric bleach doesn't cause fabric
damage such as tears or holes.
However, if it's poured directly
onto fabrics and remains on them
for an extended time, it may
remove color from items.
Fabric damaged by chlorine
will have weak edges around the
tear or hole. In severe cases, the
fabric will have a yellowish

Effective vs ineffective diSCipline
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punisn their children for misbehavior. With ineffective discipline,
parents frequently reveal a greater
concern for establishing strict
conformity to rules than for
promoting the child's personal
development. Ineffective discipline typicallyplaces too much
emphasis on correcting "bad"
behavior instead of enoouraging
"good" behavior. (LI)

discoloration.
To use chlorine bleach
properly, measure 112 ounce per
gallon of water. This is approximately 112 cup for a small load
to 1 114 cups for an extra large
load.
Use the bleach dispenser
with your machine. Dilute the
bleach with water in a ratio of
one to four.
Source: Rose Marie Tondl,
Ed.D., Clothing and Textiles
Specialist, NUIIANR (LB)
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From page 3

more compaction by subsoiling
this fall.
If you want to reduce compaction, adjust your harvest operations. The amount of land area
covered by wheel traffic and the
axle load of equipment will .
determine the potential for
increased compaction. To reduce
the axle load of the combine and
grain cart, do not fill the grain bin
or cart to capacity and consider
removing fluid from tires to
lighten the load.
To minimize wheel traffic on

the field, use a wider header (if
available) or use a single path
through the field to transport grain
that has been emptied from the
combine. Also, do not unload
grain into a cart on the go. Instead,
leave the grain cart at the endrows
and unload the combine when it
reaches the cart.
Mother Nature can also
become an ally in battling soil
compaction. Wetting and drying,
freezing and thawing of soils from
harvest to spring planting can help
create cracks and fissures in the

soil. These natural processes allow
space for roots to grow deep into
the soil to extract water and
nutrients, especially nitrates,
needed for top production. Plant
uptake of water and nitrates deep
in the soil profile can also help to
reduce the potential risks for
further groundwater contamination.
Lastly, harvest field with the
driest soils first, allowing more
time for wetter fields to dry out.
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October 2-8
National4-H Week
October 4
4-H Council Meeting ................................................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
October 5
VIPS Committees Workshop ............................................................ '........................................................ 7:00 p.m.

,--------------------,

October 9
Teen Council Meeting ....................................................................................................................... 3:00-5:00 p.m.

NEBLINE

:

October 11
Livestock Booster Club Meeting ................ .

FEEDBACK
FORM

:

.. ....................................... 7:30 p.m.

October 12
Horse VIPS Meeting .................................................................................................................................. 7:30 p.m.
October 13
Ambassador Meeting ................................................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
October 13-16
North Central Leaders Forum-Milwaukee, WI

In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will appear in
every issue of the NEBLINE. You can use this form to:
1. Change your address or order a subscription (please print)
2. Submit general comments and/or story ideas
Name_____________________________________________

October 14
All Scholarship Applications, Nominations, and Award Books Due
Registrations due for Highlands Neighborhood Goals Workshop
October 18
Bread and Book Fair~Sheldon Art Gallery............................................................................. 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Highlands Neighborhood Goals Workshop-Fredstrom School
October 20
Fair Board Meeting ........... ;........................................................................................................................ 7:30 .p.m.

Address_ _ _ _ _ _+ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_

l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ _ __

,

o Order subscription (free-however, there is an annual $5 mail

1
1

o

ing and handling fee for zip codes other than 683-, 684--,
685-,68017, and 68065)
Change of Address

I
·1
t
I
I

October 21
Annual District FCE training Session-Tecumseh .................................................................... 9:15 a.m.-3:15 p.m.

Comments_____________________~

October 22
SERIES Training-UNL City Campus, Avery Hall
Make a Difference Day

--------------------------------1

October 24
FCE Achievement Day
October 25
Highlands Neighborhood Goals Workshop-Highlands Golf Coarse Club House
October 29
Make it With Wool Contest-Civic Center, Seward............ ..................................................... registration 8:00 a.m.
November 1
Catering as a Business ............................................................................................................... 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
4-H Achievement Night. ............................................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
Highlands Neighborhood Goals Workshop-Fredstrom School
November 2
4-H Council Meeting ................................................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
November 8
Livestock Booster Club Meeting ................................................................................................................ 7:30 p.m.
November 9
Horse VIPS Meeting ....................................... ,...........................................................................................7:30 p.m.

Story Idea(s)·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

----------------------------------11
Return to:

,.

University of Nebraska
1
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
1
I
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska
I
68528-1507
I
L ____________________
~

PHONE NUMBERS:
Office (leave message after hours) ............................ 441-7180
After hours .................................................................. 441-7170
FAX ............................................................................... 441-7148
GARDEN GOSSIP HOTLlNE ............ ~ .................................

441-7179

NEBLINE RBBS ............................................................. 441-7149
November 10
4-H Honors Banquet. ................................................................................................................................. .7:00 p.m.

l

OFFICE HOURS: 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday

